VIETNAM
Classical tour, (12D/11N)
(VCTCLV)
Hanoi – Hoa Lu – Halong Bay – Hoi An – Hue – HCMC– Cai Be– Hoi An
Valid from June 01st till December 31th, 2019

Included
▪ 11-night accommodation at superior or deluxe hotels
▪ Meals: daily breakfast , Lunches & 1 Dinner
▪ Tours & Transfers as mentioned by private air conditioned vehicule
▪ English or French speaking guide
▪ Entrance fees for mentioned visits
▪ Boat trip as mentioned in the itinerary

Prices are per person in US. Dollars:
PACKAGE
PERIOD

Excluded
▪ International & Domestic flights
▪ Airport taxes
▪ Visa charge :

•
•
▪
▪
▪
▪

Single entry :285$
Multiple entries :340$

Obligatory Travel insurance $ 25
Optional tours
All other expenses
Tips

1pax
travelling
alone

1pax
travelling
with
others

2pax

3-4pax

5-6pax

7-10pax

11-15pax.

01/06-30/09

4240

3500

1985

1765

1560

1540

1445

01/10-31/12

4430

3625

2045

1825

1615

1580

1540

5200

4155

2335

2115

1905

1870

1800

5415

4300

2410

2190

1980

1945

1905

Superior

Deluxe

01/06-30/09
01/10-31/12

•
•

Rates are subject to change without prior notice
Reservations during peak times (Christmas, New Year, Vietnamese Lunar New Year, National
Holidays) may be subject to supplementary charges and compulsory meals.
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Selected hotels: (or similar)

SUPERIOR OPTION
City
Hanoi
Halong
Hoi An
Hue
Ho Chi Minh City
Cai Be

Hotel/Boat
The Lapis
Indochina Sails
Almanity Hoi An
Eldora
Alagon D’Antique
Mekong Riverside Resort &
Spa

Hotel/ Boat Category
Superior
Superior
Superior
Superior
Superior

Room/Cabin Category
Superior room
Superior
My Mind Town View
Deluxe City View
Deluxe Window

Superior

Lake View

Hotel/ Boat Category
Deluxe
Deluxe

Room/Cabin Category
Deluxe
Deluxe

Deluxe

Deluxe

Superior
Deluxe
Superior

Superior
Superior
Lake View

DELUXE OPTION
City
Hanoi
Halong
Hoi An
Hue
Ho Chi Minh City
Cai Be

Hotel/Boat
Melia Hanoi
Paradise Cruise
Hotel Royal Hoi An MGallery
Collection
La Residence
Sofitel Plaza Saigon
Mekong Riverside Resort & Spa

Detailed Itinerary:
Day 1: Hanoi Arrival
Arrive in Hanoi, welcome by your guide and transfer to hotel. The rest of the day is at your leisure.
Overnight in Hanoi.
Day 2: Hanoi
The capital of Vietnam, a city that celebrated 1.000 years in 2010 has countless fascinating cultural and historic sites and our
days’ tour will visit the highlights. See the grand and solemn mausoleum of Ho Chi Minh (viewed from outside; closed Mon and
Fri and from Oct-Nov), the ‘icon of Hanoi’ - The One Pillar Pagoda, the beautiful Temple of Literature, West Lake’s Tran Quoc
temple and Quan Thanh pagoda as well as the fascinating Ethnology Museum, the bustling Old Quarter and at the end of the day
- a water puppet performance.
08:30 depart your hotel for the Temple of Literature. In 1076, Vietnam's first university Quoc Tu Giam, was established within a
temple to educate Vietnam's royalty, mandarins and members of the elite. The university functioned for an incredible 700 years
and its gardens and well-preserved architecture offer a fascinating glimpse into Vietnam’s past.
Visit The One Pillar Pagoda, founded by King Ly Thai To in 1049, next. This structure is one of Vietnam’s most iconic temples.
Close by is the mausoleum of the historic father figure of modern Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh, and the former presidents house on
stilts where he lived from 1958 to 1969. His former home illustrates the modesty of this Vietnamese revolutionary. (Viewed
from outside; closed Mon and Fri and from Oct-Nov)
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Continue to picturesque West Lake and the sixth century Tran Quoc Buddhist Pagoda. From here transfer (or stroll along the
lakeside) 700 meters to the nearby Taoist temple of Quan Thanh dedicated to Tran Vu, one of the principal deities in Taoism.
In the afternoon visit the fascinating Ethnology Museum (closed Mondays), which is both a research centre and a public museum
exhibiting the ethnic groups of Vietnam. As an alternative to the Ethnology Museum, visit the highly acclaimed Vietnam
Women’s Museum. The museum is located near Hoan Kiem Lake and offers wonderful insight into the lives of Vietnamese
women. Displays highlight Vietnam’s vast cultural diversity and educate on the significant role Vietnamese women play in
Vietnamese society. Learn historic and modern-day traditions centered around births, weddings, motherhood, spirituality and
more.
At the end of the afternoon visit Hanoi’s Old Quarter also known as the ‘36 streets’. Take a walking tour through charming Hang
Be Market and around Hoan Kiem Lake. This bustling area of narrow streets and alleys is home to literally thousands of small
businesses and shopkeepers. It's a great place to explore with plenty of photo opportunities all around you.
Finish the day with a Water Puppet show. This is a uniquely northern Vietnamese art form depicting scenes from rural life and
episodes of national history.
Overnight in Hanoi.
Day 3: Hanoi – Hoa Lu – Hanoi
Breakfast .Depart your hotel this morning early for the 2-hour drive through rural northern Vietnam to the site of Vietnam's first
capital, Hoa Lu. Visit the temples dedicated to Emperor Dinh Tien Hoang of the Dinh Dynasty (968-80) and Emperor Le Dai Hanh
of the Le Dynasty (980-1009). The ancient Hoa Lu Citadel (most of which has since been destroyed) once covered an area of
three square kilometers. If time permits after visiting Hoa Lu take a half-hour walk up one of the surrounding limestone karst
hills, the climb is rewarding with spectacular views.
In the late morning depart for Tam Coc Town for a Vietnamese lunch, along the way stop to take photographs of local villages
and the stunning landscape.
After lunch board your private sampan (see options for Tam Coc sampan trip below*). As the boat gently slices through the
water notice the enormous limestone karsts jutting out from the green rice fields giving rise to the area’s other name, 'Halong on
Land'.
Should you feel adventurous, climb up to Bich Dong Pagoda on nearby Ngu Nhac Mountain, dating to 1428 and comprised of
three structures: Ha, Trung, and Thuong Pagodas, in ascending order. Return by sampan to Tam Coc town before returning to
Hanoi.
*Option 1: Trang An Boat Option (in replace of Tam Coc):
Situated near Tam Coc, Trang An is a nature reserve similar to Tam Coc however less visited. Limestone hills surround a peaceful
river which passes through a series of caves (one which takes 15-minutes to pass through in darkness). An ‘eco tourism’ area, the
only interruptions here are the sound of birds and the gentle paddle of the oar upon the crystal clear river.
*Option 2:Thung Nang Boat Option (in replace of Tam Coc):
Similar to Tam Coc though not as spectacular, Thung Nang is off the tourist trail and a pleasant alternative. Pass through a cave,
fields of lotus (in summer) and reach a quaint pagoda before returning on the same route.
Note: Please be aware that some women on boats may try to sell local products to tourists. Guests should refer to their guide if
this situation makes them uncomfortable.
Overnight in Hanoi.
Day 4: Hanoi – Halong Bay
Breakfast .The scenery of Halong Bay where thousands of limestone islands jut out of the emerald sea, sculpted into bizarre
shapes is truly an iconic image for Vietnam. An overnight boat trip is the best way to enjoy this Vietnamese must-see. After
breakfast leave Hanoi for a 4hour drive to Halong Bay including a 20-minutes stop on the way .
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Arrive at your jetty in Halong City towards noon and proceed with check-in formalities. After your welcome onboard, a lunch
will be served while cruising towards the bay itself. In the afternoon, enjoy some visits and/or activities (depending on each
boat’s itinerary) or just spend some time relaxing on board.
Towards the end of the day the boat sets anchor for the night among the karst formations. Dinner is served on board.
Overnight on Halong Bay.
Day 5: Halong Bay – Noi Bai Aiport – Danang – Hoi An

The sun rises on Halong in the morning and breakfast is served (also brunch on some boats) while the vessels cruises
slowly back towards port. Disembark and transfer back to Hanoi.
After the short flight you will arrive at the central port city of Danang. On arrival in Danang transfer 40-minutes to
Hoi An, a major Asian trading port in the 17th and 18th centuries whose architecture and relaxed lifestyle has
changed little over the years. Overnight in Hoi An.
Day 6: Hoi An
This private half-day tour begins with an 8am pickup, ready for a fun-filled tour around Hoi An. Zipping off through the streets of
the old town riding pillion on the back of Vintage Vespa to a local café, the day’s itinerary will be revealed in more detail. The
tour will then head into Cam Kim Island’s buzzing fishing port, stopping at a traditional boat builder’s yard before venturing off
to explore other local villages.
Weaving through the rustic scenery of rice paddies and farmland, enjoy stops along the way to learn from friendly local families
the art of mat weaving, farming and how to make (and sample) the perfect “banh dap” (rice cracker). Arriving at a small village, a
pit-stop will be made at a local café maker to fuel up on local drip-coffee before conquering the bamboo bridge that spans the
river to the opposite bank. Arrive at Duy Hai market and harbor.
Finally, you cross the newly built Cua Dai Bridge in time to enjoy a delicious lunch in the middle of the rice fields. (Subject to
season)

The tour will end around 1:00pm at the hotel.
This afternoon, you will explore this charming town on a walking tour. Pick up from hotel in Hoi An. Hoi An was a
major Asian trading port in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and its architecture and relaxed lifestyle have
changed little over the years.
Take a walking tour of the ancient town centre to visit the former merchants’ homes, the 400 year-old Japanese
Covered Bridge, a Chinese communal hall and the colourful market.
The rest of the day is your free time at leisure.
Overnight in Hoi An.
Day7: Hoi An – Hue
Enjoy this morning at leisure before leaving Hoi An for Hue, the former imperial capital of Vietnam. Its mesmerizing tombs and
mausoleums of the last emperors of Vietnam reveal fascinating insights into the lives of the imperial families and their subjects.
The ancient Citadel reflects the pomp and ceremony of the dynastic rulers as well as the scars of many years of turmoil, both
ancient and modern.The Royal Citadel was badly damaged in the latter stages of the warbut retains a sense of grace and majesty
even today.
Drive through Danang and visit the Cham Museum, which contains the finest collection of Cham sculptures in the world before
climbing over the Pass of Ocean Clouds and dropping down to the wonderfully photogenic fishing village of Lang Co.
Overnight in Hue.
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Day8: Hue
0830 depart from your hotel in Hue. Start at the Imperial Citadel where the Nguyen Dynasty ruled between 1802 and 1945.
From here take a cyclo through dai noi ‘Old City’ to Tinh Tam Lake where the Emperors used to come to relax. It is full of lotus
flowers in summer and there are many local style coffee shops around the lake where university students come to study.
After exploring the ruins of this wonderful monument depart for Thien Mu (Celestial Lady) Pagoda overlooking the Perfume
River Constructed in 1601, the 21-meter tower is the centerpiece of the pagoda and represents seven reincarnations of Buddha.
On the pagoda grounds is the famous Austin car a resident monk drove to Saigon in 1963 to protest against the southern regime.
The photo of his self-immortalization is one of the most well-known images of the war.
Continue to former emperor Minh Mang’s tomb located in a tranquil setting of gardens and ponds.
Journey on to Khai Dinh’s Tomb designed in traditional Vietnamese style with a European touch making it unique from the other
tombs in Hue.
Before heading back to your hotel take time to stroll around Dong Ba Market with your guide. The market is another of the
must see sites in Hue, the stalls are teeming with color and a great place to catch a glimpse of everyday life.
Overnight in Hue.
Day9: Hue – Ho Chi Minh City
Transfer to Hue Airport after breakfast for the short flight to dynamic Ho Chi Minh City, still called Saigon by the locals. A full day
city tour takes in Cholon, the Chinatown district, to discover the area’s markets, shops and the Cantonese Thien Hau Pagoda dedicated to the goddess of the Sea. Visit Vietnam's first traditional medicine museum, the FITO Museum, with an amazing
collection of 3,000 items relevant to the development of traditional Vietnamese medicine. Implements used to prepare
indigenous herbs and objects commonly found in traditional pharmacies can be seen in the galleries as well as ancient books and
documents on traditional Vietnamese medicine.
Enjoy a delicious lunch at a local restaurant in town.
Head back to the city centre to visit Ben Thanh Market where an incredible display of fresh produce is offered. Simply stroll
through the market exploring the variety of goods for sale.
This afternoon visit the War Remnants or History Museum (choose which one you would most like to see) and the former
Presidential Palace Stroll (your vehicle will be available at all times) to the major sights of colonial Ho Chi Minh City: the Old
Saigon Post Office, Dong Khoi Street (formerly Rue Catinat), Continental Hotel, Opera House and City Hall. At the end of the
afternoon head back to your hotel.
This early evening discover the AO Show in Ho Chi Minh City, a modern cultural show with a Vietnamese twist. Walk with your
guide from the hotel to The Municipal Theatre of Ho Chi Minh City, also known as the Saigon Opera House. Built in 1898 by the
French architect Ferret Eugene, and restored in 1998 on the tri-centenary of the founding of Saigon, this landmark building has
witnessed countless important events in the city’s turbulent history and is now certified as a ‘National Relic’.
Enjoy the show held in this beautiful colonial building, which is performed by a group of enthusiastic local artists and dancers.
Thehour long ‘AO show’ embraces different elements of performance art with a Vietnamese touch. This is an unforgettable show
displaying the finest Vietnamese heritage and culture through contemporary choreography and traditional music. Be amazed by
the stunning blend of acrobatic acts, contemporary dance and cirque approach. The evening ends with a stroll back to the hotel
accompanied by the guide. (Note that surcharge will apply if vehicle transfer is needed).
Important Note:
Performances of the ‘AO Show’ are usually scheduled 4-5 nights per week, so please check with your travel consultant for the
show’s current schedule. On some evenings an alternate performance by the same group, titled ‘The Mist’ will be held instead.
The Mist is focused more on contemporary dance aspects and less on the cirque aspects of the AO Show.

Overnight in Ho Chi Minh City.
Note: History Museum is closed on Mondays.
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Day 10: Ho Chi Minh City – Sadec – Cai Be
Depart your hotel early this morning for the 3.5-hour drive to Sa Dec, deep in the Mekong Delta.
Sa Dec is a charming, authentic Mekong Delta town that seems to have escaped the modernization that has swept much of
Vietnam. The town was immortalized by the French writer Marguerite Duras who spent 04 years here from 1928 – 1932. Her
novel “The Lover” went on to win the 1984 Prix Goncourt prize for literature. On arrival in Sa Dec, visit the charming Kien An
Cung Pagoda before having lunch in the former home of Huynh Thuy Le who is the main character in Marguerite Duras’ novel.
After lunch, board your boat for the cruise to Cai Be. Sit back and enjoy the lush landscape and tropical life of the Mekong Delta.
En route visit a flower garden as well as floating houses along a branch of the Mekong River where fish are raised in submerged
cages. Make a stop at a traditional mat making workshop where river grasses are woven by hand.
Note: There is another option to drive to Vinh Long in your private air-condition vehicle after lunch instead of doing the cruise on
the river from Sa Dec. You will then board your boat in Vinh Long and cruise towards Cai Be. Please check with your travel
consultant for the best route that suits your need.
Reach the river town of Vinh Long to visit one of the biggest brick factories in the Mekong Delta. In this traditional factory the
process of making bricks is done by hand and the imagery seems timeless.
Back on the boat cross the Co Chien River, one of the two branches of the Mekong towards An Binh, Binh Hoa Phuc Islands and
finally the Dong Phu canal and your final destination of Cai Be.
Continue down river to The Mekong Riverside resort & spa perfectly situated overlooking a branch of the Mekong River.
Rest of the evening at leisure.
Overnight at the Mekong Riverside resort & Spa.
Day11: Cai Be – Ho Chi Minh City
Early this morning take a sunrise boat cruise to the quiet but quaint Cai Be floating market. Produce at the market is hung on a
pole in front of boats to attract customers and make it easier for people to see from afar what is on offer. Traders work the river
and some have been living on these waters for generations, however like elsewhere in the delta the floating market here has
become much smaller in recent years due to development and improvements in infrastructure.
Continue 50 minutes by boat to an area of the Mekong untouched by tourism. Here take a leisurely 7km cycling trip which takes
you along shady back roads over tiny canals, past fruit gardens and sleepy villages. If you don’t want to cycle, take a ride on a xe
loi which is a trailer towed from the back of a bicycle and only used in the Mekong Delta. En-route stop at some traditional
workshops which make turmeric spring roll paper and roof thatching made from the water palm tree.
Mid-morning arrive at a family run orchard where diverse tropical fruits are grown. The owner, a former war veteran, will share
with you stories from his life as well as taking you into his garden to sample some fresh tropical fruits.
Continue cycling to a stunning 100-year old house which is architecturally a mixture between Vietnamese and European designs.
Here a Vietnamese lunch will be served consisting of dishes only found in the Mekong Delta. After your meal, bid farewell to the
family before returning to Saigon where you will arrive in the late afternoon.
The rest of the afternoon is your free time at leisure.
Overnight in Ho Chi Minh City

Day 12: Ho Chi Minh City Departure
This morning is at leisure until time to transfer to Tan Son Nhat Airport for your onward flight to your next destination. Note that
hotel check-out time is 12 noon, and check-in time for international flights is usually minimum two hours prior to departure.
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GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING VIETNAM VISA:
Application Form
Contact Details

Manual Application
Address: Downtown, Allembi Str.
Phone: 00 961 1 972 375
Website: N/A

Documents

o
o
o
o
o
o

Valid passport (6 months)
2 photos
Ticket reservation
Hotel booking
Employment Attestation
Commercial Circular / Company Registration
only for business owners
o School / College Registration for students
o Travel Consent from Notary, and copy
passport/ID of parents only for minors
Fees are paid at the agency as follows:
o Single entry visa: 285$
o Multiple entries visa: 340$
N/A
Tania Travel applies for the visa
Regular visa needs 1 month to be issued
Urgent visa needs 10 working days to be issued
Required (French / English)
Tourism visa

Fees

Fingerprint
File Presentation
Time and Duration
Translation
Type of Visa

BOOKING TERMS & CONDITIONS:
PAYMENT CONDITIONS:
➢ 50% down payment upon reservation (non-refundable in any case)
➢ Full payment is required for all bookings done within 25 days prior to departure

CANCELLATION POLICY:
➢ Deposit paid upon reservation:
➢ 25 days or less prior to departure:

NON-REFUNDABLE
FULL PAYMENT

PAYMENTS FACILITIES UP TO 12 MONTHS AVAILABLE WITH FNB FINANCE SAL & BYBLOS BANK
SODECO square Atomium 5250 T: 01-616 555 / M: 03-601 301 / 03-834 835 / F: 01-616 561/2 / E: tania@taniatravel.com
HAMRA Sidani street T:01-739 682 / M: 03-686 121 / F:01-340 473 / E: taniahamra@taniatravel.com
JAL EL DIB Highway - Mazda Bldg Ground Floor T/F: 04-719 601-2 / M: 76-888 086 / E: tania3@taniatravel.com
P.O. Box 113-6371 – Beirut – Lebanon

Web: www.taniatravel.com
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